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SFR ~ L(Hα)
IMF ~ EW(Hα)

Learning from galactic chemical abundance gradients
(HII regions)

Fabio Bresolin

radial abundance gradients
(galactic chemical evolution models) 

hosts of core-collapse SNe progenitors

Cepheid PL vs. Z relation 



mass-metallicity relationship

cosmic evolution of metallicity 

hosts of gamma-ray burst progenitors 
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Figure 1. Distribution of the four fields in which the multiobject spectroscopy
has been carried out. Each field is 6.′8 × 6.′8 wide. The image is a composite of
GALEX and Hα data, with UV-bright knots appearing in blue, and H ii regions
in red.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the image quality during the observations was similar. Typical
seeing conditions during the observations were ∼ 0.8 arcsec.
The use of the FORS atmospheric dispersion corrector (Avila
et al. 1997) allowed us to avoid the adverse effects of differential
refraction on the emission line ratios and the derived chemical
abundances. Observations of the standard star LTT 4816 have
been obtained to flux-calibrate the H ii region spectra.

For the data reduction we relied on the flat-fielded and
wavelength-calibrated products of the EsoRex pipeline (ver.
3.1.1). We then obtained flux-calibrated spectra, clean of cosmic
rays, using common iraf4 routines. Since the standard star
spectra were obtained through a single slit near the center
of the detector, we investigated possible variations in the
response function across the CCD by comparing the wavelength
dependence of flat fields obtained from slitlets distributed across
the FORS2 field. Once scaled to a common mean flux, the
resulting rms dispersion of the flat field spectra is ∼ 0.03 mag,
which is also our adopted uncertainty for the flux calibration.

Emission-line fluxes were measured for 49 H ii regions
belonging to M83. Their coordinates are presented in Table 1,
together with the galactocentric distances R/R25 (adopting R25 =
6.44 arcmin from de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991, an inclination angle
i = 24◦ from Heidmann et al. 1972, and a value for the position
angle of the major axis θ = 45◦ from Comte 1981; we did not
account for the warp of the disk at large radii, Rogstad et al.
1974), and the identification of the objects in common with

4 iraf is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.

Table 1
H ii Region Sample

ID R.A. Decl. R/R25 Notes
(J2000.0) (J2000.0)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1 13 35 56.71 −29 56 37.3 2.33
2 13 36 12.45 −29 57 06.6 1.84
3 13 36 13.27 −29 52 44.6 1.68
4 13 36 19.25 −29 53 43.8 1.47
5 13 36 28.58 −29 56 06.0 1.28
6 13 36 29.23 −29 54 12.2 1.15
7 13 36 29.30 −29 54 34.1 1.16
8 13 36 31.08 −29 55 42.0 1.17
9 13 36 32.53 −29 54 13.0 1.04

10 13 36 46.55 −29 46 40.5 1.03
11 13 36 46.75 −29 44 42.0 1.32
12 13 36 47.71 −29 46 28.1 1.04
13 13 36 49.08 −29 56 02.9 0.76
14 13 36 50.07 −29 55 52.7 0.72
15 13 36 50.25 −29 42 28.5 1.62
16 13 36 51.10 −29 56 13.1 0.75
17 13 36 53.09 −29 55 50.0 0.67
18 13 36 54.24 −29 47 13.8 0.82
19 13 36 54.79 −29 47 07.2 0.83
20 13 36 55.17 −30 05 47.4 2.25 XUV 01
21 13 36 55.35 −29 47 32.1 0.76
22 13 36 55.64 −29 47 37.6 0.74
23 13 36 55.69 −29 55 46.4 0.64
24 13 36 56.79 −29 55 52.2 0.65
25 13 36 57.23 −30 08 12.0 2.64
26 13 36 57.59 −29 41 07.7 1.77
27 13 36 58.07 −30 07 40.2 2.56
28 13 36 58.17 −30 07 17.1 2.49
29 13 36 58.52 −29 59 24.5 1.21 XUV 13
30 13 36 58.64 −30 06 00.5 2.29 XUV 02
31 13 36 59.35 −29 41 18.7 1.73
32 13 36 59.62 −30 06 21.0 2.34
33 13 37 00.29 −29 41 24.0 1.72
34 13 37 00.39 −29 47 45.9 0.68
35 13 37 00.49 −29 57 23.2 0.89
36 13 37 01.19 −29 57 10.8 0.86
37 13 37 01.69 −30 00 54.3 1.55 XUV 06
38 13 37 04.47 −29 46 55.9 0.81
39 13 37 04.99 −29 59 45.9 1.30 XUV 09
40 13 37 05.82 −30 00 11.2 1.37
41 13 37 06.76 −29 59 57.0 1.34 XUV 08
42 13 37 07.13 −29 56 47.6 0.84 XUV 22
43 13 37 08.20 −29 59 19.6 1.25 XUV 11
44 13 37 08.93 −29 56 39.8 0.84
45 13 37 09.74 −29 59 04.5 1.23
46 13 37 10.76 −29 55 45.4 0.74
47 13 37 12.36 −29 57 52.9 1.08
48 13 37 16.42 −30 00 47.6 1.59
49 13 37 19.35 −29 57 40.3 1.19

Notes. Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds; and units of
declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. Column 1: H ii region
identification; Column 2: right ascension; Column 3: declination; Column 4:
Galactocentric distance in units of R25 = 6.44 arcmin; and Column 5:
identification from G07.

the study by G07. As Table 1 shows, our sample covers H ii
regions from the outer third of the main disk of star formation
of M83, out to 2.6 times the isophotal radius (R25). A small
number of targets, although detected in the Hα line, were too
faint to allow a measurement of additional lines in their spectra,
and were therefore discarded from the subsequent analysis. We

M83
Bresolin, Ryan-Weber, 
Kennicutt & Goddard 2009
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Figure 4. Radial abundance gradient in M83, where the oxygen abundance has been determined from different strong-line methods: (a) N2; (b) O3N2; (c) R23; (d)
[N ii]/[O ii] and the theoretical calibration by Kewley & Dopita (2002); (e) [N ii]/[O ii] and the empirical calibration by Bresolin (2007); (f) Ar3O3. The new M83
sample is represented by the red dots. The open circles and the full light blue squares represent the inner disk regions from Bresolin & Kennicutt (2002) and Bresolin
et al. (2005), respectively. The blue dotted line at R/R25 = 0.79 shows the distance at which the azimuthally averaged Hα surface brightness has a sudden drop (Martin
& Kennicutt 2001). In panel (e), we show with star symbols the four H ii regions for which we have detected the [O iii] λ4363 auroral line (a line connects the Te-based
abundances to the empirical ones). The linear regressions to the inner and outer abundances (Equations (1) and (2)) are also shown with the dot-dashed lines in (e).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In all of the diagrams of Figure 4, a break in the abundance
gradient is clearly seen (except for Ar3O3, for which we do
not have a sufficient number of points). Despite differences
in the scatter in O/H and in the absolute value of the oxy-
gen abundance, the gradient becomes virtually flat outside the
isophotal radius, or slightly outside the threshold radius RH ii
(blue dotted line). The effect is more clearly visible in the case
of the abundances determined with the [N ii]/[O ii] line ratio,
because of the smaller scatter. In fact, the diagrams in pan-
els (d) and (e) suggest the presence of two distinct groups of
H ii regions, one located inward of R/R25 = 1.2, for which
there is a relatively steep decrease of O/H with radius, and a
second one from the isophotal radius outward, for which the
abundance is almost constant or very slowly declining with ra-
dius. In addition, a significant drop in metallicity occurs around
R/R25 = 1.2. Depending on the method, the oxygen abundance in
the extended disk of M83 can be as high as 12+log(O/H) = 8.6
(approximately solar, from R23 and the theoretical calibration of
[N ii]/[O ii]) or as low as 12 + log(O/H) = 8.2 (1/3 solar, from
the empirical [N ii]/[O ii] calibration). The auroral line-based
abundances are in agreement with the latter value. On the other

hand, a solar-like metallicity at large galactocentric distances
appears difficult to reconcile with the idea that the outer fringes
of spiral disks are chemically unevolved. Finally, we note that
a steplike gradient in the outer disk of M83 is suggested by the
abundances published by G07 (their Figure 7(a)), although the
absolute abundances are smaller than ours, and virtually only
one out of a total of 12 H ii regions with a published metallicity
(XUV 01) is located well beyond the isophotal radius, with an
oxygen abundance 12 + log(O/H) = 7.86.

In order to quantify the abundance gradient, we have carried
out a linear regression to the data points shown in Figure 4(e)
(Bresolin 2007 calibration of [N ii]/[O ii]), independently for
the inner and outer disk. We have arbitrarily included in the
inner disk fit the five H ii regions that lie at R > R25 and
12 + log(O/H) > 8.3 (all relatively close to each other south and
southwest of the center), since also visually they fit very well
an extension of the inner gradient. We obtained

1. inner disk (54 data points, rms = 0.05):

12+log(O/H) = 8.77(±0.01)−0.25(±0.02) R/R25; (1)

-0.030 dex/kpc

-0.005 dex/kpc



low-level SFR (10-5 Mo/yr/kpc2), extended over 2-3 Gyr, is sufficient to explain metal enrichment

flat abundance gradient might reflect the gas density profile

chemical properties of outer disk similar to those of LSB galaxies (slowly evolving galaxies? flat gradients, 
can reach solar O/H)

gas flows from galaxy interactions (NGC 5253, KK208, warped HI envelope)
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Figure 13. Top: surface brightness profile of NGC 300. Bottom: metallicity
gradient in the disk of NGC 300. Inner disk data points are from the spectroscopic
abundance studies listed in the figure. Filled circles are outer disk binned mean
metallicities and solid lines are the linear fits to these values as calculated in
Figure 12.

Figure 13 shows the pure exponential surface brightness
profile of NGC 300 and its metallicity gradient on the same
radial scale. In the bottom panel of this figure, we compile the
available data on the inner disk metallicities from the literature.
All metallicities except the recent Kudritzki et al. (2008) results
refer to oxygen metallicities only, and all except Kudritzki et al.
(2008) and Urbaneja et al. (2005) metallicities are derived using
the H ii region emission lines.

The reasons for the metallicities we derive being seemingly
too low compared to the spectroscopic metallicities in the
central regions of NGC 300 are twofold. First, the inner disk
metallicities in Figure 13 either represent gas, rather than stellar,
metallicities, or were measured from young blue supergiants,
both of which are expected to have higher metallicities than the
older RGB stars at the same radii. Second, as can be seen from
Figure 12, the bulk of the stars populate the high-metallicity
end of the plot and it is the low-metallicity tail of the abundance
distribution function (see Figure 11) that is responsible for lower
mean metallicities. Since we base our discussion primarily on
the overall shape of the metallicity gradient, rather than the
absolute value of metallicities this effect will not influence our
conclusions.

In order to test the robustness of the derived abundance
gradient, we performed a series of tests in which we randomly
removed from the sample (1) a constant number of stars,
corrected for the different areas of elliptic annuli, or (2) a
number of stars proportional to the number density of stars
in a given radial annuli. These procedures mimic the effect of
correcting for the (1) constant contamination (e.g., background
galaxies, stellar halo) and (2) radially dependent contamination
(e.g., thick disk). Only after artificially removing 50% of stars
in each bin are we able to derive a flat abundance gradient over
the full radial extent sampled by our data. However, there is no
realistic mechanism that could account for a 50% contamination
level within our RGB selection region and hence we consider
our derived abundance gradient to be robust.

5. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we revisit NGC 300 to investigate the faint
stellar population in its outer disk. We confirm the earlier finding
(Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2005) of the extended stellar disk in
NGC 300 with the surface brightness declining exponentially
out to ∼25′, or about 10 disk scale lengths (Section 4.2). Only
three other disks so far have been traced down in resolved
stars to the same effective surface brightness levels—that of
the Galaxy (Ibata et al. 2003), M31 (Irwin et al. 2005), and
M33 (Ferguson et al. 2007). Except for the case of a “sub-
exponential” disk of M33, the other three disks are either pure
exponentials or “superexponential” and are detected down to
the effective surface brightness levels below ∼30 mag arcsec−2.
The existence of stars at these extremely low surface densities
in the outer galactic disks is puzzling. We want to learn what
the nature of the faint stellar population in NGC 300 is and
whether its outer disk is young or old. The answers to these
questions will have important implications for the scenarios for
the formation of spiral galaxies. With the multiband imaging in
hand, we are now able to assess the ages and metallicities of
stars in the outskirts of this late-type spiral.

From the (g′ − i ′, i ′) CMDs of NGC 300 presented in
Section 4.1 and the star count profiles of RGB and MS stars
(Figure 9), we find that its outer disk is predominantly old.
Old outer disks are in disagreement with the inside-out picture
of spiral galaxy formation in which the inner disk is built up
on shorter timescales than the outer disk and young stars are
expected to inhabit the larger radii (Larson 1976; Matteucci &
Francois 1989; Chiappini et al. 1997; Naab & Ostriker 2006).
This is however not the first time the old stellar population has
been discovered at large galactocentric distances. Ferguson &
Johnson (2001) use the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 on board
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to observe a field on the major
axis of M31 at the radius corresponding to three disk scale
lengths. Using the mean I-band magnitude of the red clump
as an age indicator, they find that the mean age of the stellar
population in the outskirts of M31 is >8 Gyr. In their studies of
the outermost regions of M33, Galleti et al. (2004) and Barker
et al. (2007) both find that the young MS stars appear to be more
centrally concentrated and hence have smaller scale lengths than
the older RGB population. The disks that have formed inside-
out however have stellar populations which get progressively
younger with radius and the oldest disk stars have the smallest
scale lengths, in contrast to what is observed in M33 (Matteucci
& Francois 1989; Chiappini et al. 1997; Galleti et al. 2004;
Barker et al. 2007).

It may be possible to reconcile the two results in the context
of models by Roškar et al. (2008a). In their simulations of spiral
galaxy formation, the old outer disks arise as a consequence of
stellar migrations from the inner disk. Star formation rate density
falls off sharply at the radius of a break in the radial profile, but
the stars are found in the outer disk at least ∼5 kpc beyond the
break. They find that about 85% of these stars have formed in
the inner disk and subsequently migrated outward, beyond the
truncation radius. The break in the surface density coincides
with the minimum mean stellar age in the disk. Inward of the
break younger stars populate the larger radii, but the trend is
reversed once we cross the point of truncation. In this scenario,
the outermost regions of disks are old because the old stars have
had the most time to migrate farthest out in the disk. While
the positive age gradient in Roškar et al. (2008a) models could
succeed in explaining the Galleti et al. (2004) and Barker et al.
(2007) results for the outer disk of M33, it is not clear whether

NGC 300
Vlajic, Bland-Hawthorn & Freeman 2009
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Table 1
GMOS Observing Log

Target R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000) Date Filter Exposure (s) FWHM (′′)

NGC 300 1 0 55 50 −37 47 18 2005 Sep 7–8 g′ 13 × 600 0.71
· · · 0 55 50 −37 47 24 2005 Aug 4 i′ 22 × 600 0.66
NGC 300 2 0 56 15 −37 46 45 2005 Aug 8–10 g′ 13 × 600 0.72
· · · 0 56 15 −37 46 45 2005 Aug 8–10 i′ 22 × 600 0.67
NGC 300 3 0 55 59 −37 50 59 2005 Oct 10–11, 31 g′ 13 × 600 0.82
· · · 0 55 59 −37 50 53 2005 Sep 8, Oct 8–10 i′ 22 × 600 0.72

Note. Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and
arcseconds.

makes it well suited for stellar content studies. It lies at high
galactic latitudes and therefore has low foreground reddening
of E(B − V ) = 0.011–0.014 mag (Schlegel et al. 1998),
which translates into E(g′ − i ′) = 0.018–0.024 mag. The high
galactic latitude of Sculptor galaxies is also important because
the contamination from the foreground Galactic stars is minimal
at these high latitudes. In many respects NGC 300 is similar to
the local spiral M33 (Blair & Long 1997). The optical disk scale
length has been measured as 2.23 kpc in BJ (Carignan 1985) and
1.47 kpc in I (Kim et al. 2004). Tikhonov et al. (2005) and Butler
et al. (2004) find that the stellar population is predominantly
old and metal-poor, with no evidence for significant change in
metallicity with time. The study of Puche et al. (1990) finds in
NGC 300 an extended H i disk, which is severely warped in the
outer parts (10′ < r < 20′). The warp in H i disk has often been
linked to the truncations in the stellar disk (van der Kruit 2007).

We adopt a distance modulus of 26.51 for NGC 300. This
is a weighted-mean of distances determined from the Cepheid
Variables (Freedman et al. 2001; Gieren et al. 2004) and the tip
of the red giant branch (TRGB; Butler et al. 2004; Tikhonov
et al. 2005).

The layout of the paper is as follows. We summarize the
details of the observations and the data reduction in Section 2,
and describe the photometric measurements and artificial stars
test in Section 3. The color–magnitude diagrams (CMDs),
star counts and surface brightness profiles, and the metallicity
distribution function of NGC 300 are presented in Section 4.
Finally, we discuss our results in Section 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The deep g′ and i ′ images of three fields in the outskirts
of NGC 300 were obtained using the Gemini Multi Object
Spectrograph (GMOS) on Gemini South telescope as a part of
the program GS-2005B-Q-4; in total 34 hours of data have been
taken. The observations are summarized in Table 1. The NGC
300 fields span a major axis distances of 7–16 kpc and were
made to overlap slightly to allow for the check of the relative
photometric calibration between the fields. The innermost field
was placed at the optical edge identified in the Digitized Sky
Survey (DSS) to provide continuity with the earlier work. The
locations of the fields are marked in Figure 1. The field of view
in a single GMOS image is 5.′5 on a side; at the distance of NGC
300 1′ corresponds to 0.6 kpc.

The GMOS detector is a mosaic of three 2048 × 4608 EEV
CCDs (Hook et al. 2004). The raw pixels were binned 2 × 2
during readout to provide a better match of the image sampling
to the seeing, producing the pixels of 0.′′146 in size. The average
image quality of the data is 0.′′7 FWHM in g′ and 0.′′6 FWHM
in i ′.

Figure 1. DSS wide-field image of NGC 300. (North is to the top, east is to the
left.) Squares mark the positions of GMOS 5.′5 × 5.′5 field of view.

For each field, 13 × 600 s exposures were taken in g′ and
22 × 600 s exposures in i ′ band. Our goal was to achieve 3σ
photometry in g′ and i ′ for a G giant star with (V = 27.5,
B = 28.5, I = 26.5). The data were obtained in a dithered
pattern, which allowed for the gaps between the individual
GMOS CCDs to be filled when constructing the final image.

The data were reduced using the standard IRAF/Gemini rou-
tines. Due to the known problems with GMOS bias frames, we
inspected all bias frames and discarded those in which the counts
varied significantly between the subsequent frames. For the
same reason, we decided to have the overscan regions subtracted
in the reduction process. The processing pipeline included cre-
ating the master bias and flat field frames (gbias, giflat),
bias subtraction and flat fielding (gireduce), mosaicking of in-
dividual GMOS CCDs into a single reference frame (gmosaic),
and finally combining the dithered exposures into a final image
(imcoadd). In addition, i ′ data were affected by fringing and
the fringes needed to be removed. The master fringe frame was
created for each field from the individual reduced image frames
(gifringe) and subtracted from the individual images before
coadding (girmfringe).

After the reduction procedure, the artifacts of mosaicking the
GMOS CCDs into a single image were still present in g′ data,
visible as a background offset between the chips in the final
images. The level of the offset was of the order of ∼1% of the

M33
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Fig. 4. Iron abundance in M33. Points are as in Fig. 2. The least square fit line thorough all points (blue) and those with small uncertainties
(red) are indicated. Magenta points are confined within ∼8 kpc, the truncation radius of M33 (Ferguson et al. 2007). Beyond this radius and for
[Fe/H]< −1.5 dex the least square fit (red) is shallower; this fit has been prolonged towards the centre of the galaxy with a dashed line. Filled
circles (green & black) show the abundance of stellar clusters attributed to the halo of the galaxy (Ma et al. 2004; Sarajedini et al. 2000) and to
the RR Lyrae star population (blue) from Sarajedini et al. (2006). The RGB gradient derived by Barker et al. (2007) is shown in cyan. The colour
figure is available electronically.

LMC but their metallicity does not differ from that of younger
clusters.

RGB metallicities by Carrera et al. (2008a) suggest a steep
gradient, [Fe/H] = −0.13 ± 0.02 × RGC − 0.52 ± 0.08 with rms=
0.10 (Fig. 3), after applying Eq. (A.1) to those fields dominated
by a stellar population younger than 5 Gyr. The two fields that
drive the steepness of the gradient might not be representative
of all position angles at similar de-projected radii in the SMC
and have very large error bars. A fit that excludes these points
is shallower, [Fe/H] = −0.08 ± 0.03 × RGC − 0.71 ± 0.11 with
rms = 0.08. The difference betwen the AGB gradient and the
gradient from young RGB stars implies a chemical enrichment
of 0.04 dex kpc−1 Gyr−1 for an average age difference of 2 Gyr.

Idiart et al. (2007) measured [O/H] in many PNe and con-
verted it into [Fe/H] using: [Fe/H] = 0.16 + 1.27×[O/H]. By
de-projecting the coordinates of each PNe as in this study, a gra-
dient of −0.03 ± 0.05 dex is obtained (Fig. 3). These PNe are
mostly located within 5 kpc except one at 8 kpc. It is interest-
ing to note that with the solar abundance calibration by Asplund
et al. (2004) PNe are metal-richer than AGB stars by ∼0.3 dex
while with the Anders & Grevesse (1989) calibration there is
good agreement. In the calculation of the PNe gradient I ex-
cluded objects with depressed oxygen abundance and four others
for which I could not find coordinates. Figure 3 shows 39 PNe,
with no distinction between type I and II, and their metallicities
are consistent with a flat gradient, but it is somewhat steeper than
that obtained from AGB stars. AGB stars are the precursors of
PNe and the age difference between the two is on average negli-
gible. Known PNe are, however, biased towards the largest, most
asymmetric and luminous members, that have intermediate-mass
stars progenitors (Jacoby & De Marco 2002). In addition, the
initial metallicity derived from the oxygen abundance of PNe is
questionable (Leisy & Dennefeld 2006) and it would be more ap-
propriate to use elements that are not modified during the AGB
evolution. In the SMC only a small number of HII regions have
been observed with the aim of determining their chemical abun-
dance (Dufour 1984). Their [O/H] abundance agrees with that

measured in PNe and shows a small scatter, 0.08 dex. A larger
sample of both HII regions and PNe is needed before relating
them to the chemical enrichment of the galaxy. Reid & Parker
(2006) have shown, for the LMC, that many PNe await to be
discovered.

3.2.3. Dynamics and the magellanic bridge

The age-metallicity relation as measured in different SMC fields
(Carrera et al. 2008a) suggests that after an initial episode of
gas enrichment (≤7 Gyr ago; Tosi et al. 2008), the SMC expe-
rienced a period of quiescent evolution before a new episode
∼3 Gyr ago. At that time, the SMC had a close encounter with
the LMC (Piatti et al. 2005, Bekki et al. 2004). Was this episode
responsible for the formation of the Magellanic Bridge? The
present-day metallicity of the Bridge, from early-type stars, is
[Z/H]= −1.05± 0.06 dex (Lehner et al. 2008), where Z includes
oxygen, nitrogen and argon abundances. This value is in good
agreement with the mean metallicity shown in Fig. 3, support-
ing an SMC origin for the Bridge dating back a few Gyrs. The
[Fe/H] found for the LMC AGBs is similar to the SMC ones and
it is not excluded that the Bridge also has been influenced by
LMC material at an earlier epoch.

Star formation in the Bridge started 100−200 Myr ago
(Harris 2007), when the LMC and the SMC had another close
encounter (Kallivayalil et al. 2006a). This is the same time at
which the SMC tail, a tail of tidal origin located within the
Bridge, was stripped from the galaxy (Gordon et al. 2009). This
means that if the Bridge material were stripped earlier, it did not
form stars. This scenario would support the very low metal abun-
dances derived by Dufton et al. (2008), [Fe/H] −1.73± 0.15 dex
from B-type stars. This value is much lower than any of the val-
ues in Fig. 3. Note that the LMC metallicity at ∼5 kpc from
the centre, close to the break radius, corresponds to the metal-
licity of the SMC. Was the LMC gas accreted from the SMC
via the Bridge? In the interaction process between the galaxies it
is not unreasonable to expect that the smaller galaxy will suffer
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Metallicity of Lensed Star-Forming Galaxies at z=0.8-3
--- a spectroscopical survey with MOIRCS (Tiantian Yuan & Lisa Kewley)

By the end of 2009, finished with five Strong Lensing clusters:  A1689,  A68,  A370, A773, MS0440

A370

Typical MOIRCS 2D spectra  (rest-frame optical)

Some spatially resolved spectra (mainly Ha) 
suitable for kinematic studies 

MOIRCS Mask Designs

Main Science Goal: obtain a sample of lensed SF galaxies at z>1 with robust global metallicity measurements

Tuesday, January 5, 2010



For more details, see Yuan & Kewley 2009, ApJL, 699, 161

Results 
Example:

Data analysis still on-
going,  more results to 
be published in 2010 !

A strong-lensed Low mass, Low metallicity star-forming galaxy at 
z=1.7 in A1689

HST morphology

MOIRCS Spectrum

Mass-Metallicity Relation

HST morphologyHST morphology

Luminosity-Metallicity Relation

Lens22.3 Lens22.3

For the five lensing 

clusters, obtained rest-

frame optical spectra 

for more than 40 lensed 

SF galaxies at z=0.8-3 

(~10 between z=1.5-3), 

w i l l be a va luab le 

sample for detailed 

metallicity analysis of 

high-z SF galaxies

Advantages of 
lensing sample:  
flux magnification => 
high S/N spectrum, 
able to probe lower 
mass objects

Tuesday, January 5, 2010

SDSS SDSS

z=2 z=2

extinction correction



FOCAS 6 arcmin  field

PNe M33
F. Bresolin (UH), Stasinska (Meudon), Vilchez (Granada), 
Simon (Carnegie) & Rosolowsky (UBC)
MNRAS, in press (2010)





complex nucleosynthesis in AGB stars (0.8 - 8 Msun)
+ 

mixing/dredge-up processes

He, C, N enhanced at surface 
hot bottom burning: C -> N

O? depleted (high mass, ON cycle, O -> N); 
enhanced (alpha capture on C+3rd dredge up)

all is a function of stellar mass, metallicity



O/H larger in PNe for low Z (<SMC): evidence for freshly synthesized O + 3rd dredge-up
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Table 8. Parameters of linear radial abundance gradients1.

PNe H ii regions
Slope Correlation Slope Correlation

Element (dex kpc−1) Intercept Coefficient (dex kpc−1) Intercept Coefficient

O. . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.013± 0.016 8.47± 0.07 −0.10 −0.030± 0.008 8.42± 0.03 −0.34

N . . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.060± 0.027 8.29± 0.12 −0.38 −0.105± 0.015 7.52± 0.07 −0.83

Ar . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.018± 0.014 6.20± 0.06 −0.27 −0.045± 0.016 6.27± 0.07 −0.60

Ne . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.023± 0.018 7.75± 0.07 −0.17 −0.032± 0.020 7.79± 0.08 −0.27

1Linear relation between 12 + log(X/H) and galactocentric distance in kpc.

the Milky Way, corresponds to young objects with relatively
massive progenitors. We have found one object, PN78, with
an extreme nitrogen abundance, accompanied by a large he-
lium content.

We confirm the good correlation between Ne/H and
O/H abundances for PNe in M33, as expected from the pri-
mary nature of these two elements. We also find a linear cor-
relation between argon and oxygen, but we point out that
this is somewhat uncertain, due possibly to observational
errors. The Ar/O ratio is consistent with the value found in
H ii regions and in the Sun. For Ne/O, we find a mean value
for PNe of 0.20, which is 18% larger than the Asplund et al.
(2009) value, but in agreement with the Ne/O vs. O/H trend
found by Wang & Liu (2008). These result lend support to
the idea that at the metallicities of the PNe analyzed in M33
these three α-elements (O, Ar and Ne) trace the abundance
of the progenitor stars at the moment of their birth, and
in particular that neon and oxygen have not been modified
during the dredge-up process taking place during the AGB
phase.

We find no significant abundance offset between PNe
and H ii regions at any given galactocentric radius, despite
the fact that they represent different age groups in the evo-
lution of the galaxy. The combination of the PN and H ii
region auroral-line abundances provide information on the
shape of the oxygen abundance gradient in the central few
kpc of M33. We obtain an α-element abundance gradient of
the ISM in M33 with a slope of −0.025 ± 0.006 dex kpc−1,
and the slopes obtained separately for H ii regions and PNe
agree, within the current uncertainties. This is consistent
with the conclusion by M09 that the disk of M33 has not
experienced a significant chemical enrichment of its inter-
stellar medium in the past few Gyr. Moreover, despite the
large dispersion in O/H abundances for both PNe and H ii
regions, we find no indication that towards the center of the
galaxy PN values are systematically larger than H ii region
ones, as would be the case if H ii region abundances were bi-
ased towards lower values, and as could be the case if O/H
in the central parts of M33 was really high (supersolar).
This confirms what B supergiants already indicated for this
galaxy.

The growing amount of data on abundance tracers in
M33 of the past few years has raised new questions regard-
ing the present-day abundance gradient in this galaxy. For
example, what is the origin of the large intrinsic dispersion
of H ii region O/H abundances (also displayed by the PNe
data shown here) at a given radius discovered by RS08? We
found no correlation of the abundance residuals, as mea-

sured with respect to the mean gradient, with a number of
parameters, including nebular luminosity, equivalent width
of the Hβ line, line strengths, gas density, or position in
the galaxy disk. An analysis of additional data acquired as
part of the M33 Metallicity Project (RS08) will hopefully
shed some light on this issue. Moreover, the study of A su-
pergiants by U et al. (2009) provided metallicities near the
galaxy center that lie above the solar value, and their de-
rived slope, corrected to account for our adopted distance, is
−0.084±0.010 dex kpc−1. While it is true that the compari-
son between stars and ionized gas is complicated by the fact
that A supergiant metallicities refer mostly to the iron con-
tent (rather than that of the α-elements), it is striking, as
also pointed out by U et al. (2009), that the stellar metallici-
ties are consistently near or above the solar value close to the
center of M33, while the RS08 H ii region sample includes
objects with O/H ratios that extend down to 20% of the
solar value. Future studies of the oxygen content of A and
B supergiants in the central few kpc of M33 will help to di-
rectly compare stellar and nebular abundances, and perhaps
better understand the nature of the abundance dispersion.

FB would like to thank the Observatoire de Paris (Meudon)
and the Instituto de Astrof́ısica de Andalućıa (Granada) for
hospitality during visits in which part of this work was car-
ried out. FB gratefully acknowledges the support from the
National Science Foundation grant AST-0707911. We thank
L. Magrini for providing us with her data in advance of
publication. We also wish to thank the staff of the Subaru
telescope, in particular T. Hattori, for the support provided
for this project.
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Supernova Cross-correlation Filters

John Tonry (UH)
Steve Rodney (UH/JHU)
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Mark Huber (JHU)

Large photometric surveys of transient phenom-
ena, such as the Panoramic Survey Telescope And
Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) and Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), will locate many
thousands of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) per year, a
rate prohibitive for acquiring spectroscopy to deter-
mine each candidate’s type and redshift. In response,
we have developed an efficient approach to identify-
ing SNe Ia and their redshifts using an uncommon
type of optical filter which has multiple, discontin-
uous passbands on a single substrate (Scolnic et al.
2009). Observation of a supernova through an op-
timized pair of these ”cross-correlation filters” mea-
sures the approximate amplitude and phase of the
cross-correlation between the spectrum and a SN Ia
template, a quantity typically used to determine the
redshift and type of a high-redshift SN Ia. Simulat-
ing the use of these filters, we obtain a sample of
SNe Ia which is 98% pure with individual redshifts
measured to σz = 0.01 precision.

We have now built a set of SNACC Filters for
Subaru Telescope with SuprimeCam and have al-
ready successfully followed-up SN candidates, includ-
ing several discovered by the PS1 telescope. On
SuprimeCam the SNACC filters can cover∼10 square
degrees in one night, which in the future will amount
to ∼150 SN observations per night.

Testing and observations have so far been a success,
and we hope to continue a committed SNe follow-up
plan with Subaru and SNACC filters into following
semesters to achieve our goal of significantly improv-
ing the constraints on dark energy and validating a
technique that can be extremely useful for the next
generation of SNe surveys.

Supernova Cross Correlation Filters:                                                                                        

An Economic Approach to Identifying Type Ia SNe and their Redshifts!

Dan Scolnic1, Adam Riess1, Mark Huber1, Armin Rest2, Christopher Stubbs2, John Tonry3 "
1Johns Hopkins University, 2Harvard University, 3University of Hawaii!

Large photometric surveys of transient phenomena, such as Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) and Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), will locate thousands to 

millions of Type Ia supernova (SN Ia) candidates per year, a rate prohibitive for acquiring spectroscopy to determine each candidate's type and redshift. In response, we have developed an economical 

approach to identifying SNe Ia and their redshifts using an uncommon type of optical filter which has multiple, discontinuous passbands on a single substrate (Scolnic et al. 2009). Observation of a supernova 

through an optimized pair of these "cross-correlation filters" measures the approximate amplitude and phase of the cross-correlation between the spectrum and a SN Ia template, a quantity typically used to 

determine the redshift and type of a high-redshift SN Ia. Simulating the use of these filters, we obtain a sample of SNe Ia which is ~98% pure with individual redshifts measured to !z = 0.01 precision.  

Prototype filters were built and successfully used on Magellan with LDSS-3 to characterize three SNLS candidates.  We now have a set of filters on Subaru with SuprimeCam for confirming Pan-STARRS 

candidates.!
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IV. Advantages!

Over standard broadband photometric methods: !

•!  Insensitive to reddening!

•!  Independent of the color data used for subsequent distance determinations which reduces 

selection or interpretation bias!

•!  Makes use of the spectral features so its reliability is greater!

Over long-slit spectroscopy:!

•!  Increased throughput, equivalent width 600 Ang!

•!  Enhanced multiplexing, and reduced setup time with net gain in speed of up to ~30 times!

•!  Insensitive to host galaxy contamination(
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Figure 1: The SNACC filter bandpasses. The two
SNACC comb filters are shown as solid and dashed
lines. The two blue curves show the spectrum of a
typical Type Ia supernova at redshifts of 0.58 and
0.38, while the red curve at the bottom shows the
spectrum of a core collapse supernova for comparison.
These SNACC filters are designed to match up with
the peaks and/or valleys of the broad absorption-
dominated Type Ia spectra.
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Supernova Cross Correlation Filters:                                                                                        

An Economic Approach to Identifying Type Ia SNe and their Redshifts!

Dan Scolnic1, Adam Riess1, Mark Huber1, Armin Rest2, Christopher Stubbs2, John Tonry3 "
1Johns Hopkins University, 2Harvard University, 3University of Hawaii!

Large photometric surveys of transient phenomena, such as Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) and Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), will locate thousands to 

millions of Type Ia supernova (SN Ia) candidates per year, a rate prohibitive for acquiring spectroscopy to determine each candidate's type and redshift. In response, we have developed an economical 

approach to identifying SNe Ia and their redshifts using an uncommon type of optical filter which has multiple, discontinuous passbands on a single substrate (Scolnic et al. 2009). Observation of a supernova 

through an optimized pair of these "cross-correlation filters" measures the approximate amplitude and phase of the cross-correlation between the spectrum and a SN Ia template, a quantity typically used to 

determine the redshift and type of a high-redshift SN Ia. Simulating the use of these filters, we obtain a sample of SNe Ia which is ~98% pure with individual redshifts measured to !z = 0.01 precision.  

Prototype filters were built and successfully used on Magellan with LDSS-3 to characterize three SNLS candidates.  We now have a set of filters on Subaru with SuprimeCam for confirming Pan-STARRS 

candidates.!
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IV. Advantages!

Over standard broadband photometric methods: !

•!  Insensitive to reddening!

•!  Independent of the color data used for subsequent distance determinations which reduces 

selection or interpretation bias!

•!  Makes use of the spectral features so its reliability is greater!

Over long-slit spectroscopy:!

•!  Increased throughput, equivalent width 600 Ang!

•!  Enhanced multiplexing, and reduced setup time with net gain in speed of up to ~30 times!

•!  Insensitive to host galaxy contamination(
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Large photometric surveys of transient phenomena, such as Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) and Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), will locate thousands to 

millions of Type Ia supernova (SN Ia) candidates per year, a rate prohibitive for acquiring spectroscopy to determine each candidate's type and redshift. In response, we have developed an economical 

approach to identifying SNe Ia and their redshifts using an uncommon type of optical filter which has multiple, discontinuous passbands on a single substrate (Scolnic et al. 2009). Observation of a supernova 

through an optimized pair of these "cross-correlation filters" measures the approximate amplitude and phase of the cross-correlation between the spectrum and a SN Ia template, a quantity typically used to 

determine the redshift and type of a high-redshift SN Ia. Simulating the use of these filters, we obtain a sample of SNe Ia which is ~98% pure with individual redshifts measured to !z = 0.01 precision.  

Prototype filters were built and successfully used on Magellan with LDSS-3 to characterize three SNLS candidates.  We now have a set of filters on Subaru with SuprimeCam for confirming Pan-STARRS 

candidates.!
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IV. Advantages!

Over standard broadband photometric methods: !

•!  Insensitive to reddening!

•!  Independent of the color data used for subsequent distance determinations which reduces 

selection or interpretation bias!

•!  Makes use of the spectral features so its reliability is greater!

Over long-slit spectroscopy:!

•!  Increased throughput, equivalent width 600 Ang!

•!  Enhanced multiplexing, and reduced setup time with net gain in speed of up to ~30 times!

•!  Insensitive to host galaxy contamination(
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Figure 2: Results of Suprime-Cam observations of a

Type Ia supernova using the SNACC filters. The top

two panels show the magnitude through each of the

two SNACC filters on the y axis, compared to the g-r

colors on the x axis. Real objects observed on Subaru

are plotted as red squares, while synthetic objects

appear as green crosses. The SN clearly stands out

from the stars and galaxies.
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through an optimized pair of these "cross-correlation filters" measures the approximate amplitude and phase of the cross-correlation between the spectrum and a SN Ia template, a quantity typically used to 
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IV. Advantages!

Over standard broadband photometric methods: !

•!  Insensitive to reddening!

•!  Independent of the color data used for subsequent distance determinations which reduces 

selection or interpretation bias!

•!  Makes use of the spectral features so its reliability is greater!

Over long-slit spectroscopy:!

•!  Increased throughput, equivalent width 600 Ang!

•!  Enhanced multiplexing, and reduced setup time with net gain in speed of up to ~30 times!

•!  Insensitive to host galaxy contamination(
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Figure 3: A SNACC color-color diagram for redshift

identification. In this figure, Type Ia SNe inhabit

the outer ring, and their location on the ring gives a

very good indication of their redshifs. Red triangles

show where synthetic SNe of known redshift would

be found. Meanwhile, normal stars trace out a se-

quence in the interior, where Type II SNe are also

found. One of the SN targets observed with Subaru

is plotted here as a red diamond on the outer circle,

at approximately the 1:00 mark.
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